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Hurricane Ivan, Florida panhandle, 2004

Damaged glass during Hurricane 
Katrina (2006, Nishimura)

C&C FAILURES ARE A 
SIGNIFICANT ISSUE IN WIND 

DISASTERS



Elie, Manitoba.
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C&C FAILURES are also the major issue for
Residential Structures

Most of these components are air
permeable, multi layer systems

Rain-Water Entry is a major cause of losses
Water ends up everywhere once there is even a small opening in the envelope



Goderich, Ontario

Following component failure – wind-borne 
debris is also a significant source of losses

Industry Standard Pressure Tests

Image courtesy of Clemson University

Typical industry tests apply a single, static, uniform pressures (i.e., a
single pressure chamber is used)



The loading concept is simple;
we replicate the pressures that the wind induces.

Fans are used, NOT TO BLOW WIND, but more like a vacuum
cleaner

Shop-Vac Hose
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garbage bag

THE PRESSURE CHAMBER CONCEPT:

The loading concept is simple;
we replicate the pressures that the wind induces.

Fans are used, NOT TO BLOW WIND, but more like a vacuum
cleaner

THE ‘3LP’ PRESSURE LOADING ACTUATORS:



The measured, external pressures are
replicated in the full scale system by the

Pressure Loading Actuators

THE APPLIED EXTERNAL PRESSURES COME FROM A MODEL
SCALE WIND TUNNEL (OR FULL SCALE) EXPERIMENT:

Performance of the Pressure Loading Actuators



Specifications for the Pressure Loading Actuators

We wanted to be able to apply up to a Cat. 5 hurricane

• Applied pressures over different areas:
0.5 m2 chamber – pressure range of +/- 20 kPa
2 m2 chamber – pressure range of +/- 15 kPa
10 m2 chamber – pressure range of +/- 10 kPa

• Frequency response in the range of 4 – 7 Hz

• Large leakage flow rates to allow testing of porous materials

• Turn down ratio on pressures is at least 1/10

Clip locations

Industry Standard Pressure Tests
Typical industry tests apply a single, static, uniform pressures (i.e., a

single pressure chamber is used)

Image courtesy of Clemson University



Pressure Distributions Producing Peak Wind Loads

Example NET pressure trace for changing wind direction and
mean wind speed (i.e. passage of cyclone)



Example NET pressure trace for changing wind direction and
mean wind speed (i.e. passage of cyclone)

Crack patterns from 
PLA test (Henderson 
and Ginger, JCU)

Crack patterns from 
corrugated cladding 
after Cyclone Tracy 
(Beck 1975)

Example NET pressure trace for changing wind direction and
mean wind speed (i.e. passage of cyclone)



The multi chamber, pressure test methods developed at the
‘3 Little Pigs’ Project:

The multi chamber, pressure test methods developed at the
‘3 Little Pigs’ Project:



The multi chamber, pressure test methods developed at the
‘3 Little Pigs’ Project:

Summary

UWO
Ridge of 4:12 gable roof

Pressure load actuators (PLAs)

Hoses connecting PLA with
air boxes on roof of house

Reaction frame

The multi chamber, pressure test methods developed at the
‘3 Little Pigs’ Project:



Load–displacement data for connection ‘‘S3’’ for different wind speed

Full scale gable roofed house test – load path issues

Morrison et al. (2012)

Closing Remarks
• Building components and cladding tend to be the most vulnerable aspects of

structures during extreme wind storms.
• There are several approaches which can be used to determine the

performance of building systems, as discussed in this session.
• Industry standard product tests are usually based on uniform, static pressure

chamber tests. Building codes also assume approximately uniform, and
static, wind loads.

• In contrast, real wind loads have significant temporal and spatial variations.
• New full scale, multi chamber pressure testing methods allow us to study

the effects of the variations in wind loads in a more realistic way, eliminating
problems associated with the industry standard tests.

• Multi chamber pressure test methods are one approach, which provide a
valuable interface between full scale wind loads and the simplified, uniform
and static pressures used in design.
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